EDUCATION, KNOWLEDGE, AND PASSION COME TOGETHER TO HELP IMPROVE LIVES.
Here is how we improve the health of populations, communities, and individuals locally and globally.

Health is more than our name; it’s our life-long priority. Finding ways to help improve the health of others is what we do day-in and day-out, all over the world. Our diverse and engaged school enables our students, alumni, faculty, and staff to apply their knowledge to address emerging challenges, and make a positive difference to help meet tomorrow’s health needs today.

Leading ground-breaking research, focused on strategies for preventing heart disease, breast and colorectal cancer, and fractures in postmenopausal women.

The University at Buffalo School of Public Health and Health Professions is one of the original 16 “vanguard clinical centers” selected to participate in the Women’s Health Initiative, and also serves as the WHI Northeast Regional Center, managing data collection and scientific coordination among nine WHI-affiliated institutions in the mid-Atlantic and Northeast regions. Funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI), this multi-million dollar study is one of the most definitive, far-reaching clinical trials of post-menopausal women’s health ever undertaken in the U.S. and has changed the way health care providers prevent and treat some of the major diseases impacting postmenopausal women.

- Inspiring fitness in America on “Spartan: Ultimate Team Challenge,” the NBC series that tests physical and mental limits.
- Giving independence to people with disabilities through the future of transit bus designs.
- Examining barriers and exploring solutions to culturally engaged health care provision for refugees in Buffalo.
- Making UB a leading center for research on the genome, microbiome and their interactions with the environment.
- Making U.S. Navy divers safer through physiological testing.
- Exploring health care delivery and health professions through a study abroad program in Brazil.
Through our Office of Global Health Initiatives you are able to experience new ways of learning and explore spaces of the globe you never imagined you would reach. It is your resource for finding and joining collaborative, interprofessional approaches to global health learning, research and service opportunities available throughout the school. Participate in our annual global health seminars, partner with faculty members conducting research around the world, and apply for scholarships that support international fieldwork opportunities. The experience awaits.

Learn more about how we’re helping people live healthier lives at
sphhp.buffalo.edu/how
Learn from the best.

When the way you do things earns you member status in the prestigious Association of American Universities (AAU), you know you are in elite company, which includes 62 of the leading public and private research universities in the U.S. and Canada. We attract world-class faculty and marvel at the academic community they foster. The University at Buffalo is a comprehensive university with 12 schools and over 30,000 students.

UB SPHHP is accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH); Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE); Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy Education (ACOTE); and the Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND).

The University at Buffalo is where opportunities to work together help you stand apart.

UB SPHHP is one of the only schools in the country to include both public health and health professions, providing unique opportunities for collaboration amongst students and faculty. With over 30 degree programs for every level of education—undergraduate, graduate, professional and doctoral—the opportunities are endless.
Explore our academic offerings in public health and health professions.

### Undergraduate

**MAJORS**
- Exercise Science BS
- Public Health BS
- Statistics BA

**MINORS**
- Health and Wellness
- Nutrition
- Public Health
- Statistics

### Professional

- Doctor of Physical Therapy
- Exercise Science and Athletic Training BS/MS
- Occupational Therapy BS/MS

### Combined Undergraduate/Graduate

- Exercise Science and Nutrition BS/MS
- Exercise Science and Epidemiology BS/MPH

### Graduate

**MASTER’S**
- Biostatistics MA
- Bioinformatics and Biostatistics MS
- Community Health and Health Behavior MS
- Dietetic Internship with MS in Nutrition
- Epidemiology MS
- Exercise Science MS
- Nutrition MS

**MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH**
- Biostatistics MPH
- Community Health and Health Behavior MPH
- Environmental Health MPH
- Epidemiology MPH
- Generalist MPH
- Health Services Administration MPH

**DOCTORAL**
- Biostatistics PhD
- Community Health and Health Behavior PhD
- Epidemiology PhD
- Exercise and Nutrition Science PhD
- Rehabilitation Science PhD
- MD/PhD Medical Scientist Training Program

**CERTIFICATES**
- Advanced Graduate Certificate in Applied Biostatistics
- Advanced Graduate Certificate in Biostatistical Informatics
- Advanced Graduate Certificate in Assistive and Rehabilitation Technology

Contact sphhp-oasa.buffalo.edu, 716-829-5000, or visit sphhp.buffalo.edu/admissions for more information.
The field is your classroom and the sky is the limit.

Our students embrace learning at every opportunity with collaborative research, clinical assignments, practical training, study abroad trips and extracurricular activities. Whether it’s interning in a public health department, doing a field placement at the CDC, or fulfilling a clinical rotation at a hospital, our students are exposed to diverse, hands-on experiences. Come to a place where no answers go unquestioned and knowledge is your power.

Jean Wactawski-Wende
Dean, UB School of Public Health and Health Professions
SUNY Distinguished Professor

We take great pride in creating an environment in which our students, faculty and alumni can work together to develop innovative solutions to address tomorrow’s emerging health needs. I encourage you to explore our various educational programs and research opportunities. You will find that the University at Buffalo is a place where you can be a part of every trend, treatment and discovery.
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90-95%
average job placement rate after graduation
Our alumni are in good company.

Join the ranks of an alumni-powered global network of 247,000+ strong in every field and industry across the U.S. and around the globe. Our graduates are public health leaders, educators, researchers, and health professions practitioners that help individuals and communities lead healthier lives. By obtaining your degree from UB, you will stand out from the competition and gain a stellar contact list.

You’ll find UB SPHHP alumni in

- **25 COUNTRIES**
- **45 STATES**
  (5,200+ in New York State alone)

How to go far in your field and not deep into debt.

UB offers an elite State University of New York (SUNY) education at a reasonable price, making UB an exceptional value. In fact, UB tuition is a fraction of the cost of most private schools. In addition to affordable tuition, we offer many opportunities for financial aid, scholarships, fellowships, jobs and assistantships.

visit sphhp.buffalo.edu for more information and to apply
How to be part of a city ever on the rise.

Study in the City of Good Neighbors and experience the Buffalove.

Amazing architecture—The muse of America’s great planners and architects, Buffalo is practically the Greatest Hits of Cities.

Bikes and more bikes—By commute or Slow Roll, cyclists rule 300+ miles of lanes, paths and frozen canals. (Yes, ice bikes are a thing here.) We practice the healthy lifestyles we preach one pedal turn at a time.

Lively living—From Allentown to the Elmwood Village, Buffalo offers affordable living in the City of Good Neighbors.

Water all around—In Buffalo, “the lake effect” means four full seasons of waterfront festivals and cultural events. We’re also minutes away from Niagara Falls, one of the most unique geologic features on the planet.

Foodie heaven—Grown, brewed or baked right here, or imported via dozens of immigrant communities, Buffalo cuisine is way more than wings.

Good sports—Bisons baseball. Bandits lacrosse. Buffalo FC soccer. Queen City Roller Girls roller derby. The Sabres, Bills and Bulls are in great company.

Medical campus—We put the profession in interprofessional education. Opportunities to work with students and faculty across disciplines at the brand new state-of-the-art medical campus facilities makes learning a dynamic experience.

Big ideas—Business incubator 43 North is catalyzing dreamers and inspiring doers, helping make Buffalo the next big thing it’s always been.

Giant silos—Once, they transformed the global grain market. Now Silo City attracts art shows, pop-up dinners, rock climbers, concerts and fans of really big things.

History everywhere—Workers flocked here. Inventors thrived here. Tycoons got rich here. What are your plans?

Call it a comeback. Don’t call it a comeback. Change the conversation entirely. Play any part you wish in the next act of one of America’s great cities. When you see everything that’s happening here, and feel the genuine momentum behind it, the only thing you’ll want to call Buffalo is home.

visit sphhp.buffalo.edu